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INTRODUCTION
As requested, this report provides RWDI’s responses to the comments submitted by NAVCON Engineering Network
(Navcon) in their May 7, 2018 document “Navcon project no. 173729b [Rev B], Municipality of North Cowichan
Vancouver Island Motorsport Circuit (VIMC) Noise Studies Peer Review”. Responses are provided only for the section
of the document which relates to the RWDI/Wakefield (RWDI) report. Before replying to the Navcon report on a
response-by-response basis, two of the primary issues that Navcon raised several times in their report are
addressed.

PRIMARY ISSUES
2.1

Level of Activity at the VIMC
Several of Navcon’s comments relate to their concern that on the day of RWDI/Wakefield Acoustics’ measurements,
the VIMC was not operating in a manner consistent with a “Busy Member Day”. This is not our understanding. Chris
Erb, the contractor who built the track and who was present on the measurement day, provided the following
information regarding the operational conditions:
•

It was a day that was double as busy as any member day now or in the past 18 months. We rarely have 12

•

The 12 vehicles included the following:

cars at the same time on the circuit and went to the maximum.
o

2 Alfa Romeo 4C

o

1 AMG GTS

o

1 BMW M3

o

3 Subaru WRX

o

3 Porsche Cayman

o

1 AMG C63

o

1 BMW 240i

As such, it is our understanding that the noise measurements were carried out while the VIMC was operating under
conditions that would be expected to produce noise levels equal or greater to those produced during a typical
event day.

2.2 Use of the 5-minute Equivalent Sound Level (Leq)
The Cowichan Valley Regional District (CVRD) Noise Bylaw does not have a timeframe associated with the sound
level limits. RWDI used professional judgement in selecting the 5-min time-period over which the Leq were assessed.
The City of Victoria Noise Bylaw recommends using a 5-min Leq for sounds such those emitted by the VIMC
that ”fluctuate in level or character in a repeatable fashion over periods of from three seconds to one minute…”.
The timeframe was also chosen such that it would include more than one vehicle lap while still being of short
enough duration to show variations in VIMC noise output. While the Navcon report criticizes the 5-min RWDI
timeframes, it does not provide any valid rationale for this criticism nor does it suggest an alternative timeframe.
rwdi.com
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While the CVRD bylaw does not have a timeframe associated with the sound level limits although it defines
continuous sound as follows:

Our opinion is that this definition would suggest using a 15-minute Leq for comparison with the bylaw limit. A more
conservative interpretation would be to employ a 3-min Leq as shorter averaging times tend to result in higher Leq
when measuring quasi-continuous noise such as that produced by VIMC events. Using either of these averaging
times, however, would have resulted in the same conclusions regarding the relative lack of influence of VIMC noise
on average community noise levels. The data was re-analyzed using both 3-minute and 15-minute Leq. Table 1 and
Table 2 present the results of this analysis.
Table 1: 15-min. Leq at Residential Sites

Assessment
Site

Range of Leq(15-min.) (dBA)
Location

Average Leq(15-min.) (dBA)

Aug. 2016

Sept. 2016

Aug. 2016

Sept. 2016

(Track Day)

(non-Track Day)

(Track Day)

(non-Track Tay)

3

Mina Dr.

48-50

47-52

49

49

4

Sahtlam Rd.

38-49

41-51

43

44

Table 2: 3-min. Leq at Residential Sites

Assessment
Site

Range of Leq(3-min.) (dBA)
Location

Average Leq(3-min.) (dBA)

Aug. 2016

Sept. 2016

Aug. 2016

Sept. 2016

(Track Day)

(non-Track Day)

(Track Day)

(non-Track Tay)

3

Mina Dr.

46-53

44-55

49

49

4

Sahtlam Rd.

34-53

34-55

42

43

Tables 1 and 2 shows that an analysis using 3-minute and 15-minute Leq arrived at the same results as an analysis
using 3-min Leq. Namely, that VIMC noise had little to no influence on the Leq at the two residential monitoring sites.
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NAVCON COMMENTS AND RWDI RESPONSES
3.1

Navcon Comment #1

RWDI Response:
•

The focus of the assessment was the noise levels that were being experienced at the residences during a
typical VIMC event. Consequently, what was specifically occurring at the track during the measurements
was of secondary importance provided that VIMC Operation was typical of a “Busy Member Day. By having
a sound level meter (SLM) setup trackside, and a SLM gathering noise and audio data at one of the
residences, a single engineer was able to conduct the field work and gather sufficient data for the noise
assessment.

rwdi.com
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3.2 Navcon Comment #2

RWDI Response:
•

Documenting the information referenced above was considered unnecessary as operating conditions at
the VIMC were understood to be consistent with those during a “Busy Member Day”. Additionally, noise
levels were averaged over longer time-period than required for a vehicle to complete a single lap so that
exact start and stop times of individual vehicles were irrelevant. Furthermore, vehicle types and numbers
have now been provided.

rwdi.com
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3.3

Navcon Comment #3

RWDI Response:
•

Navcon’s use of the 1-second Leq to document vehicle pass-by noise levels is inappropriate. The maximum
noise level (Lmax) is the preferred noise metric for assessing the maximum noise levels created by transient
noise events such as vehicle pass-bys. By using the 1-second Leq, Navcon underestimated the trackside
noise levels produced by the vehicles. During the entire event, the highest Lmax recorded trackside was 98
dBA and, during the 11:00 to 11:30 a.m. track-day monitoring period, several vehicle pass-bys exceeded
Lmax 90 dBA. The highest Lmax recorded trackside (98 dBA) is similar to the upper end of the range of passby levels referenced by Navcon (99 dBA for a Porche GT3 with factory exhaust in Sports Mode). Therefore,
the values measured by RWDI/Wakefield would are similar to the values that Navcon suggest are typical of
loud vehicle types. Furthermore, the highest Lmax measured at sites #3 and #4 (residences) ranged from 65
to 66 dBA which are well below the CVRD Noise Bylaw limit of 80 dBA for non-continuous noise.

rwdi.com
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•

The Navcon report also did not specify the conditions under which their reported Lmax values were taken,
such as ground type. Typically, vehicle noise emission measurements are conducted over hard surfaces
such as pavement (i.e., both vehicle and sound level meter on the track). The RWDI measurements at the
VIMC would include a mixture of both hard and soft surfaces, as the meter was located 15 m south of the
shoulder of the track. This would have tended to reduce the Lmax due to vehicle pass-bys relative to an
entirely “hard ground” scenario. The other aspect not accounted for by Navcon is that the setback distance
reported by RWDI was relative to the south of the shoulder of the track, not to the vehicles on the track.
This extra distance would also tend to reduce the Lmax that were measured by RWDI/Wakefield relative to
those presented by Navcon.

rwdi.com
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3.4 Navcon Comment #4

RWDI Response:
Table 2 of the October 2016 RWDI report provides useful noise level data for the assessment because:
•

As stated in the introduction to this report, the VIMC was operating under conditions consistent with a
“Busy Member day”.

•

It shows that VIMC vehicle Lmax approximately corresponded to the upper range of Navcon’s suggested
noise level range for “loud” vehicles.

•

Types and numbers of cars on the track have been provided. However, in assessing the impact in the
community, the focus was not on the noise levels created by specific VIMC vehicles, but rather on the
influence of VIMC noise emissions on overall community noise levels. In other words, did VIMC noise
cause an increase in the Leq and Lmax measured at residences relative to ambient conditions? Answering
this question is an industry standard approach to assessing community noise impacts. The Leq is one of
the most widely used noise metrics for assessing community noise impacts. The following federal,
provincial, and municipal organizations use the Leq for this purpose:
o

Municipal Nose Bylaws such as those of the City of Vancouver and the City of Victoria

o

Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation Document “Road and Rail Noise: Effects on

o

B.C. Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure Highway Noise Policy

o

rwdi.com
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•

The highest Lmax levels measured at the at Sites #3 and #4 during the measurement period were well
below the CVRD Noise Bylaw 80 dBA limit for non-continuous noise. As such, while it would have been
interesting to have correlated VIMC noise events with the resulting noise levels at the residences, it was
not necessary to draw conclusions regarding the community noise impact. Rather, a conservative
approach was used where it was assumed that the highest Lmax were caused by VIMC noise.

rwdi.com
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3.5

Navcon Comment #5

RWDI Response:
•

When discussing the exceedance of the L90 by track vehicle noise, Navcon should have also mentioned
that the exceedances due to non-track sources were similar if not greater (see Figure 2 of the Navcon
report). In excluding this analysis, Navcon failed to provide useful context for assessing the acceptability
of track-noise levels in the community.

•

As previously stated, the measurements were conducted while the VIMC operated under conditions
consistent with “Busy Member Track Day”

rwdi.com
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3.6 Navcon Comment #6

RWDI Response:
•

Rather than not providing “any additional useful information”, in assessing the impact of a new activity on a
community, it is critical to document the existing sources of noise in the community and the noise levels
these sources create. Knowing the Lmax levels created by the various non-track sources of noise (e.g.,
logging trucks, aircraft) is helpful in predicting a community’s potential reaction to a new noise source. In
general, a community that has experienced lower noise levels, and less intrusive noise events, will react more
strongly to the introduction of a new noise source.

rwdi.com
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3.7

Navcon Comment #7

RWDI Response:
•

As previously discussed, it is our understanding that the noise measurements were conducted on a day
that was typical of a “Busy Member Day” at the VIMC. While the data presented is acknowledged to be for
just one day, there is no reason to expect that VIMC noise levels would be significantly higher on other
days.

•

The noise environment experienced at the residences include many sources of noise, not just a single
source such as the VIMC. Therefore, when evaluating the impact of track vehicle noise on the community,
consideration must be given to the other sources of noise in the region and the noise levels they produce.

•

For reasons previously discussed, the 5-min Leq is considered an appropriate and conservative noise metric
for this assessment (in addition to the Lmax that was also used) and for comparison with the CVRD bylaw
limits.

rwdi.com
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3.8 Navcon Comment #8

RWDI Response:
•

Just because a given noise source is clearly audible does not mean that it is “likely to cause annoyance”; just
that it may cause annoyance to certain people. Because annoyance due to noise is so subjective and
personalized, many noise bylaws (such as the CVRD’s) include quantitative limits.

rwdi.com
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3.9 Navcon Comment #9

RWDI Response:
•

We do not agree that the measurements were conducted on a day “which represents the lowest level of
Track Day Operation and noise”. As previously stated, it is our understanding that the measurements were
conducted while conditions at the track were consistent with a “Busy Member Day”.
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•

While the use of the term “noise exposure” is often associated with occupation health assessments it is also
a valid term for describing a community’s exposure to acoustic energy. The use of this term is considered
to have no bearing on the overall findings and therefore to be irrelevant.

•

As human annoyance to noise is a highly subjective and personalized experience, the Cowichan Noise
Bylaw provides quantitative limits. While Section 5 states that a person or party may still be found in
violation despite compliance with the noise level limits, we would suggest that in interpreting Section 5,
strong consideration should be given to the fact that track noise levels were well below the bylaw limits and
at comparable levels to other sources of community noise. In interpreting the City of Victoria and City of
Vancouver Noise Bylaws, which include both annoyance clauses and noise level limits, it has been our
experience that greater importance is placed on the limits.
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